REBOOTING DEVOLUTION
Counties as strategic authorities

THRIVING COMMUNITIES
With more infrastructure, powers, and devolved skills budgets, counties can make a real difference driving growth locally whilst doing business with government nationally.

UNLOCKING HOMES
Counties can help deliver the right homes, in the right places, with the necessary infrastructure if they have the ability to plan over a strategic county geography.

HEALTHIER LIVES
Counties must be at the heart of social care reform, driving forward integration, prevention, and care in the community at scale.

66% of England does not have a ‘devo’ deal

47% of England’s population live in counties

1m jobs created via county ‘devo’ deals

£26bn generated via county ‘devo’ deals

66% of England’s population live in counties

47% of England’s population live in counties

A FAIRER FUTURE FOR COUNTIES
COUNTY COUNCILS NETWORK